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Dexler building eyed as local SRO
Wabash property may be saving grace for South Loop homeless
KIMBERLY BREHM

Assistant Editor

Pacific Garden Mission may soon be
moving out of the area, but some of its residents may not have far to trave l. The City
of Chicago is cons idering us ing its power
of em inent domain to take contro l of the
landmark Wi rt Dex ter building, which current ly houses the George Diamond
Steakhouse, to develop a Single Res ident
Occupancy (SRO).
A SRO is typically an affordable housing
unit with furnished sleeping rooms with
shared bath facilities for low-income residents. It can also be trans ient living quarters for the homeless.
The Wirt Dexler building is located
directly across the street from Columbia,
at 624 -30 S . Wabash Ave . The owner,
Lorraine Phillips, resides in the building
and operates the George Diamond
Steakhouse restaurant, but the rest of the
six-story building is unoccupied.
The building was named a Chicago land. mark in 1996. The famou s architecture
finn Adler and Su ll ivan des igned the
bui ld ing, wh ich was bui lt in 1887.
Commissioned by Chicago anomey Wirt
Dexler, the building was initially used as a
factory and showroom for a furniture manufacturing fi rm .
Landmark Wirt Dexler Building may soon house low-income residents .
Phillips bought the property approximate ly 20 years ago, but city offic ials feel

that she has neglected the building.
"There have been nume rous building
code violation s," said Becky Carroll, a
spokeswoman for thl.! C ity of Chicago
Pl anning and Development Department.
" It is the city's responsibility to step up
and take the necessary steps to insure that
all landmarks are safely maintained ."
City inspectors have reported 14 building code violat ions includ ing miss ing and
loose brick s, no ex it lights, cracking stone
facade, and mi ssing an d broken windows.
Carroll said Phillips pa id a $500 fine and
promised to do improvements by Apri l 22,
but 10 out of 14 violations were never corrected .
Phillips, however, disagrees with that
assess ment. "The first thing the city does
is trump up building code violations when
they want to abuse thei r eminent domain
power," Phillips said. " We 've stayed here
in the bad times, but overnight the area has
appreciated and now the c ity wants the
building. City inspectors can always find
violations in any bui lding if they want to.
No building is pe rfect."
In fact, the first time city inspectors
came out, they d idn' t even enter the bu ilding before they stated "all the exit lights
are out," according to Phillips.
In 1996, Phill ips sa id she hired brickl ayers to fix the north wall of the building.
SEE
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Veteran security officer passes away
KIMBERLY BREHM

Assistant Editor
Sadly, the Co lumbia College community must bid a
mournful farewell to one of its most we ll-li ked members.
Sergeant Albert Itson, a campus security officer at 600
S. Michigan. unexpectedly passed away on Oct. 16 from
a sudden heart attack.
"Sgt. IIson was the very definition of what a campus
security officer shou ld be," said Jose Gallegos,
Columbia's Director of Security. "He was helpful,
polite, and always did an exce llent job."
Mr. IIson made many friends during hi s 18 y ears of
service at Co lumbia. He enjoyed directing students to
the correct building, as anyone attending Columbia
knows it can be confusing when maneuvering between
so many different buildings.
"AI became a father figure to many students at
Columbia." sai d Richard Woods, a long-time friend of
Mr. IIson and an employee of the Building Services
Department of Columbia. " It's always confusing for students to read th~ir regi stration schedules, and Al enjoyed
showing students which leiter stood for which building."
At 6-feet 5-i nches tall , Mr. Itson was an intimidating
figure. but the size of his body only renected the size of
his heart . Hi s nickname among students and co-workers
was the "gentle giant."

"There couldn't be a better person," said Woods. " He
treated students w ith the same respect he showed
Presi dent Duff."
Mr. Itson always seemed to be in a cheerful mood
wh ile at work. He responded with a "thumbs up" to
anyone who said hello to him.
In addition to his security officer's duties at Columbia,
Mr. Itson was a deacon at his chu rch, the Mars Hill
Missionary Baptist Church in Chicago, and was an avid
Bible reader and enjoyed quoting scripture.
"He had a great sense of humor," said hi s w ife. Ozzi e.
"He used to tell me that if anyone got on his nerves at
work he would come home and take it out on me instead
of the students."
She said her husband was a good organi ze r who kept
careful records. After he passed, she found a note in hi s
drawer describing how much he loved to work at
Columbia.
In addition to his w ife, Mr. Itson is survived by hi s
three children, Albert Jr. , Eric, and Valerie .
Co lumbia is holding a memorial service fo r Mr. Itson
on Thursday, Oct. 28, at 3:30 p.m. in the Hokin Annex.
Mr. Itson's famil y will be attending, and all members o f
the Col umbia Co llege community are in vited to attend .
Visitation will be held at the c.s. Taylor Funeral
Home, located at 5350 W. North Ave., on Friday, Oct.
22, between 5 and 7 p.m.

The wake will be held on Sat., Oct. 23, at Mars Hills
Missionary Baptist Church, located at 5916 W. Lake St..
between 10 and II a.m. Mr. Itson's fune ral will immedi ately foll ow at the sam e locat ion.
SEE SPECIAL. TRIBUTES TO MR. ITSON, PAGE 4
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As schoo l officials push for a more campus- li ke environment, Columb ia's
Residence Center is awaiting word from
Columb ia's President John B. Duff on the
possible abolishment of alcohol in the dormitories.
"We're hoping that the new donn on
Congress will be open next fall, " said
Mary Oakes, director of residence life. " In
that case, we will have this building
become the freshman-sophomore dorm,
and the new building will become the
junior-sen ior dorm. Most college dorms
house 18- and 19-year-o ld students, in
which case it makes sense for them to be
alcoho l-free environments."
The proposed alcohol-free dorms are just
one of the donn policy changes being
pushed this schoo l year. The newly
enforced two-guest policy at Columbia's
Residence Center is another change that is
starti ng this semester.
"Last year the focus was more so on getting things up and running, than on anything
else," Oakes said. " In doing that, the guest
policy was one of the things that went to the
wa istside. The current guest policy is that
each resident can check in two outside
guests at a time. The two-guest policy has
been in place for as long as the residence
center has been open- six years. This year
we're paying more attention to what the
policies are in the building."
The two-guest po licy was strongly
enforced over the summer because the lower
population of residents provided easier
implementation of the policy.
"Whoever checks the guest, is personally
liable for everything that guest does," said
James Anderson, a res ident assistant. "It's a
safety measure."
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However, Erica Strong, another resident
assistant, believes guests should be considered on a case-by-case basis.
" If your family or friends are coming over
or working on a school project, it shouldn 't
be a problem," she sa id. "I don ' t see why
the guest policies couldn't be extended for
those situations."
Oakes said if a student brings the situation
to her attention, it will be considered individually.
In response to the numerous fire alarms
set off last year, Columbia hopes to have
security cameras installed by the end of the
semester. The security cameras are also
meant to deter vandali sm.
" Hopefully, the cameras will be in place
by the end of the semester," said Oakes.
"What we're waiting on now is the electrical wiring for the cameras. They'll be
installed in each of the two elevators and on
each floor. "
" If people were responsible enough for
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their actions, it wouldn ' t be an issue,"
Anderson said. "There seemed to be no
sense of respect for the building, and you've
got to say no. You've got to take a stand."
Strong echoed the same sentiments. "You
can go into any building and you'll see the
same security measures being taken. It 's a
safety measure. You're keeping your community safe and yourself safe," she said.
"I think they ' ll probably be elTective for
those people who vandali ze," said Chris
Giasone, 20, a transfer student and donn
resident, "I think it's pointless to vandalize
your home. The cameras won't bother me,
because t don' t do anything."
" If we can't act like adults, we ' re going to
get treated like children," said Nissa Fuzy,
25, a new student and dorm resident. " [1
seems fair, but there should always be
exceptions within reason . I think it's funny
how you can have 10 to 20 people from the
donn in your room, but not if they' re your
friends from class who don 't li ve here. "

Carr noted that practical work experience also offers valuable
networking opportunities.
"Television is really competiti ve," Carr sai d. "There's no sure
thing, but students who intern do make vital co ntacts that cou ld
lead to jobs in the future . Students particularly liked working at
the United Cente r and at Fox 32 last year. Both jobs afforded a
lot of experience and a lot of responsibility."
Both coordinators strongly enco urage students to take adva ntage of availab le resources. In

Co lumbi a students can look forward to a taste of the real
wo rld this fall by applying for any of the school 's hundreds of
internships. Co lumbi a's internship program has long supported
the sc hool's reputation for olTering practical, hand s-on experience, and st udents need
only be ajunior and have "The internship is what I call the tie breaker. If two
a grade point average of
3.0 to apply.
students with the same grades and the same creAlthough many of the
dentials apply for a job but one had an internship
and has clips to show, and the other doesn't, who
more interest ing positions don't pay,
Television internship
do you think is going to get the job?
coord in ator Stacy Ca rr
said that besi des earning
···Howard Schlossberg
credi t, stude nts can gain
Print Journalism internship coordinator
valuab le life experience _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
by working in real job settings.
" In the class room, we try to make the expe rience as real as
poss ibl e, but it 's just not the same," Carr sa id. "With an internship in televi sion, students may work at a studio, do cab le TV
or even handle post-production at the stat ion's corpo rate faci lities."
Print Journalism's internship coordinator Howard Schlossbe rg
described com parab le positions open to as piri ng young writers.
"We have newspaper, magazine, on-line and pub li c relat ions,
depending on your interes ts," Schlossberg sa id. "Assignments
could include anything from cove ring the Chi cago club sce ne to
writing internal news letters for corporations. The internship is
what I call the tie breaker. If two students with the same grades
and the same cre dentials, apply for a job but one had an internship and has clips to show, and the other doesn't, who do you
think is go in g to get the job?"

fact, they rec ommend students
get an internship their junior
year, rather than wait until they
are se niors . Thi s all ows them
to get more than one internship, whi ch w ill give them the
opportunity to get mo re exper ience in their fie ld.
Schlossberg also e ncourages
students not to be shy about
applying.

"A lot of people are reluctant to actua ll y call th e companies.
They forget th at these places are actually dying to have them.
It 's a pretty good job market out the re," he sa id.
Similarly, Carr said her department has more internships than
students to fill them.
"One problem we do have is w ith students' eyes being too
glossed over go ing in there," Schlossberg said. "I recommend
gettin g an accurate job description befo rehand so you don ' t end
up being disappointed. A lot of times, students' expectati ons
don't match up wi th what the job is really about. But we're
already add ressing that probl em," he said referring to the
Internship Express Network , a ser ies of fo cus groups with student interns, designed to get feedback on their experiences.
Many departments have st udent interns write a paper at the
end of the semester in order to capture the experience and identify areas that need improvement.

INKLINGS..
Columbia statistics stagnant
Columb ia anticipated enrollment to increase by at
least three percent per year for the next five years.
However, enrollment is stagnate this year, with no
visible increase in the number of students, according
to statistics from the Institu tional Re searc h and
Plann ing Department.
Full-time undergraduates increased from 6, 149 students in 1998 to 6,345 in 1999. The graduate st udents' increase was less visible, with 176 enrolled in
1998 to 198 students in 1999.

Science Institute to work with
Robeson High School
Columbia's Science Institute will receive one
million dollars over the next five years for participating in the Chicago Public Schools math,
science and technology academy.
The institute w ill be working in conjunction
with Robeson High School to offer their fresh -

Theatre major wins scholarship
................................................
Third floor resident assistant Samah Tokmachi struts his stuff at the Hunk and Hunkette Auction
hosted by the RCC last Wednesday. This was part of "Spirit Week" in the residence center.

College continues to work
with Guy in relocation effort

Joan Josephine C. Schultz, a Columbia
Theatre/Directing major, has won the David Talbott
Cox Scholarship. The scho larship, which was establi shed in 1996 in memory of the late actor and director David Talbott Cox, will provide Schultz w ith
$3,000 to be used toward tuition, and other schoolrelated expenses.

Where to be and who to see around
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DANIELLE HAAS

Staff U;riter
Blues legend Buddy Guy and
Col umbia's Provost and Executive
Vice President Bert Gall have joined
forces to help guide each through the
college's acquis ition of property on
8th and Wabash.
Buddy Guy's Legends was supposed to be out of the bu ilding by the
end of June, however, accord ing to
Gall , Legends doesn't have to be out
until early next year.
"There is no detenn ined date, as of
yet, but the earl iest they have to be
out is February and the latest is J uly
of2000," Gall said.
When asked i f the famous blues
club had the option of renewing thei r
lease, Gall said no and added that
Guy understands the college's needs.
Ga ll has worked closely with club
officials in order to "facilitate a good
relat ionship regard ing thi s transition. "
Co lumbia plans to eventually bui ld
a student center on the site slated to
open in 2002 . Gall said after th e
acquis ition of the building, the construction for the student center wi ll
depend on the co ll ege's finances.
"I have referred Mr. Guy to the
City of Ch icago Planning
Commission, and as far as I know,
they are look ing at several properties
in the South Loop ," Gall said. "M r.
Guy has made it very clear that he
wants to stay in the South Loop
area."
Jason Froiland, a spokesman for
Buddy Guy's Legends, confirmed the

Wednesday, Oct. 27. The Digital Design club will
have its next meeting in the 623 S. Wabash Building,
room 311, from 5:30 to 7 p.m. The meeting will feature worl d class video, multimedia, and installation
artist Miros law Rogala. Rogal?, who operates,
Outerpretation Studios: is a pioneer in the artistic use
of interacti ve multimedia.
Thursday, Oct. 28. Sponsored by Ameritech, the
sixth annual Bag Hunger Auction w ill feature 25 of
the Chicago's most ce lebrated chefs who will prepare
their specialties for guests. The event, which w ill
include cocktails and a live and silent auction, wi ll be
held at the Sheraton Chicago Hotel & Towers from
5:30-9:30 p.m .. Tickets are $60 in advance and $75
at the door. Some of the proceeds will go to the
Greater Chi cago Food Depository.

Buddy Guy's Legends, Chicago's world-famous blues clu b, will
have to relocate by next year. The property was given to
Columbia last semester by an anonymous donor.
move-out dates. Although he was
unab le to give the exact locations of
where the new blues club would be
built, he said the club won 't go far.
"We are looking at two major properties within a four block radius of
the club," he said.
According to an article in the
Chicago Sun-Times, Guy is also considering the possibi lity of building a
new club from the ground up.
"We're doing the best we can to
accommodate his needs to stay in the
area," sa id Becky Carroll , spokeswoman for the City of Chicago
Planning and Development
Department. "It's finding the right
land at the right time . There's all

kinds of opportunities in the South
Loop fo r development," Carroll sa id.
"You can't let it get personal,"
Froiland said. "You have to look at it
from a bus iness aspec t. "
He said that the move of the dub
couldn't have come at a better time
and feel s the time has come for the
club to expand.
"Buddy really doesn't want to
move. For many years, he's been trying to buy this building, but the price
was never right, then it was too late."
Froiland said the club would
remain open until the new club is
ready. "Even if all the memorab il ia is
gone and the place is gutted out,
we ' ll st ill be play ing."

Friday, Oct. 29. Featuring performances by Les
Ballets Africains and the Niles Eth iopian Ensemble,
Dance Africa will appear at the Aud itorium Theater
on Friday at 8 p.m., 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.on Saturday and
again at 2 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets start at $10. For
more information, call Michelle Webb at 3 12-4589034 .....The Book & Paper Arts: T he Guild of
Bookworkers Trade Fair begins at 9 a.m. and goes
until 4 p.m. The fai r, free and open to the pub lic, wi ll
be located at the Co ngress Plaza Hotel, 520 S.
Michigan Ave.
Saturday, Oct. 30. Chicago Access Network
Television has announced the television cablecast of
an Amnesty International Chicago town meeting on
police bruta lity. The meeting is part of Amnesty
International's nationwide campa ign to expose human
rights abuses in the United States. The Town Hall
meeting on Police Brutality will be broadcast on cable
channel CAN TV 19 at 2 p.m. and again at 7 p.m.
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A Memorial for the sergeant
lllC gates of hc:wcn were immediately openoo with the news of your
arrival. The tnllnpels resounding,
the celestial voices s inging in happiness of you r coming and the angels
rejoicing to welcome their brother
into the Promised Land. This day
brought great joy to the Lord for one
of Hi s children has come home.
Vcry seldom in life do we know a
person who g ives all of himself to
bring happiness into the lives of
everyone he meets. Your glowing
smile and gracious greetings were
heartfelt by everyone here at
Columbia. and each and every one
of us has been louched by your lov.
ing ways. From your morning
greeting to your sincere wishes for a
good day. 10 you r heartfelt words of
advice for those o f us who overbur·
dened you with our problems, you
were always there .
For more than 15 years. you
graced this college with your presen~ and each one of us. studcnts
and staff. is a bener person for hav·
ing had the opportunity to have
shared immeasurabl e mcmories with
you.
Columbia has been in existence
for many years; however when we
thinIt about the true foundations of
Colwnbia. you will aJ ....41ys come to
mind.

You saw many coming in as fres hmen and were here during thei r
entire time as students. Many
exchanged much of their lives w ith
you during their time here and you
shared with many. their joys, their
sorrows and their triumph of graduating, all with the same heartfelt
happiness their fami lies experi enced.
To those on starr, you were like
family. You were that brother who
always saw the positive in every situation and could tum our bad moods
or down days into smiles with your
words and sm iling face .
We are deeply saddened by our
loss OfYOll. We will mi ss that

I write this poem to aay
good-bye to Sergeant ltooa, a

devoted dear friend.
He was known as our
"Gentle Giant," for In AI, yo.
coald truly depend.
With a .mUe that was wide ..
the ocean, working together
wu h.1s motto and trend.

We were blessed to have
known you, AI Itson; now to
hean:n our gift has ascended.

sparkling smi le in the morning and
all our conversations with you; however yo u will live on in each onc of
us forever. Though difficult to
express in words what is in our
hearts. our sadness is sel fi sh for we
will truly miss you; however we
know the person you were and how
you lived was to someday reach the
Promi sed Land.
For this, our brother, we say
Godspeed. for you truly have merited the happiness that awaits you.
God bless you AI and we will hopefully meet you again. Until then. we
will continue in your words " work·

Oar hearts ache, for we miss
yon, AI. No one an take yo...
place_

Yo. _"' 10¥Cd at CoI ...bia
COU~ We'll miss Yo...
am..... pacc.

Sal Manzano, a Fiction Writing major, signs a
card for Albert. "He was open, he sung in the
choir and we would always discuss church ,"
remembered Manzano.

Yo. left bdalDd sweet
.aaoria; ia owlha,
11oue'. IIOW aD CIIIpty _ _
May,... . - bo _

mgl.,,,,, .... "

Albert

IUGa; Yo. t~ ., widl
)IOU' ......

RI.

cabrace.

-Patricia

Travelodge on road to big business,
internal remodeling
S l frI,4ONE OR EN OAJN

The T,."lodgc hoIel ne'a/1bonng CoIum"'... gunna
up fot I'DOr"C businc::u u the hoIei JOIns \he n.aliOC'laI

TDyekKIge f"CKI'Vn.ons sySlcm W continues InterNl
remodeling e(fans
According to Jim Sanden, hotel rn.asug.cr, UUI ~t
summc:r 's bunnas W3:J not as good as JTalUgcmcnt
mticip;Ued bcca.us.e the HamJOn Trayclodgc was not
part of the Tranlodgc tWKJII'UJ rnavallons system
When the hooel «>mplc:led ,"'erNl chonao and remodelIng. rt met Trnc1odg.c sU:rld.MdJ Mld wa.) placed on the
rC1efV~tlOOS

SYS1.tm

" Wc ' rc on 1'lO"'t'" and wc passed W ith hIgh rmru,"
S:onden ~d
Berng part o f the nithOrYJ rucrvahoru system abo
meam the Ham,...Jn l()iQttOn will havc a link on
Tra~clodg.c ' , Wcb 11t.c Although the flarn.lOf1
·Jravdodg.c', 0'Nn Web Slt.c has yet to be complct.c:d, pe0ple (rom acron the gJobc arc ablc to klQlC lhem Ihrough
ill link: on 'J,..yclodgt ', ffilln page

In Novcmbc1, 12 gnd ....e students from Enaland will
come to Chiago 10 study for a month and will stay a'
the Harri.son Travelodgc: thanks to the Web site. At this
lime.. Sanden doesn't know what schools the students
will be a"endin&Ouuide the hoIel, "",(fold ina Ilona WlbISh, (which
was used to clean the bu ilding's face during the swnmer)
has recentJy been removed . According to Sanden. city
irupccton noticed some loose bric.h and cracks on the:
flUde and .old hotel manaaemen. '0 replace Of repair
them .
"E.sse.nually what we did was we assured the safety of
the pedestrians 1I'0 uncl the ho.el," he Slid. "II tOst '"
SSO,OOO or S60,OOO 10 do the work, but thaI's. lot bener
Uw1 paying I lawsuit."
The unfimJhcd wallpaper IS no longer yisible since
remodeling of the lobby has been completed and work to
Ctcale I brtght pusageway from the lobby to the ganae
II now done Hotel fTUlJlagemenl 13 wait ing fur the del iv.
cry of furniture for rooms on one noor which will con·
c;:lude: worlc in III Ihe roomS,
AI the cnd of Noyember, the: hot,,1 Will be hnked IU the

SRO
tAA the uwocn o f the p'ukulg lUI uCAI dotl/ wHuldll't Ie' thelll floClu ll ,c .. lTuldlll¥
Im,t.c:iId, the crN'ncr~ ,n kcd the ~Jfldl .. ycn 1(, return '" IJc('clllhc:: r, when ('lIlurnhllt II lu .
I'knt; would flltt be "Ilc:ndltlg ~ t l/ ,f)l ()f (."\.H IM:, /IlOl&' hm.kl"YIIIH lilli" done III Ih"
Winter

Ocher th<&n the north w:.II , 1'llIlilp tlllc.J Qhc h,u rrulllIl:III1CtJlhc "uihhll~ l lilU IIddll~
uwnc:ntu p t.the ~Id the rn':'yllt h.. l;n ', returned /Illllle l lll!' ph(lI1c (. .. 11 11 til IIL"",""" Ihe
IU\M!

"11'\ nut ' iillt ..ttd tllA nlu," 'Iud "Iulh." ,.. , he "' Ily , llI lIdd I.. lk Itl 1'lC4I1'1 Cj I'luporl y
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main Tra~lodge database . Reservations desk personnel
will be able to store reservation information on one system . In the past.. clenu would receive reservations
by fa:< and manually input the da•• in.o the hOlel's computu. Telephone charges were separate from the room
bill and it was difficult to detennine room availability.
'"'There will be less room (Ot error" with the new system
in place. Sanden said.
Sanden hod hoped that the Harrison Travelodge would
receive convention business in August and September.
instead they received overflow from other
bil\&C1' hotel. that wm: booked.
"I don't want to be targcted as an overflow hotel." he
said , "We're doing well on our own now because of the
Tl"lvclodge reservations system. We are very proud to
be the only TnavcJodge in downtown Chicago."
The ho.el changed hands nevly Ihr<e yean 1jlO.
Build ing owner Harold Nybe'1l, who ran the Harrison
Hotel where the TruvclodgCl now sl8Om.. leased it to
busineM"ulO Andy Youkhona. Youkhana wenl into a
frunchise with TnavCllodge:. Remodeling t.hete has betn
in progress for the pMt two yeun.

11lrQugh the: pr~eu of com munity pilloning. IlOd Dloni with the SRO Advisory
Council Ihllt was fonned .specifically for this purpose, It tw boe.n decided that 1M Wilt
Ocxle:r bUlldlnlC be, 1 nleet, Iho nccds In providing $P'l c for luw· iocome housina,
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Out the cur~nt owner doc:m'l wanl 10 .sCCl tlUl bulldina tum«! into R ' R , Instcld.
I'hll llp~ would like Iu develop either It luxury or 10"i-1001\ It\)' hOlel. I'hlllips said sho
would IIko 10 work with tI~ city un Ihis ptoJlO,.ul, hut the city \s nutldn,w, it \'cry dUn...
cu lt 10 du 8iCl ,
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rullllln~ " luxury d ~ Mnor hotel. Uuddy Ou)' m~ wMt to move hUt) lhe builditlj,
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SPRING EARLY REGISTRATION
Spring 2000 Early Registration for continuing students
(only) begins November 29,1999 and ends December 10,
1999. Registration information will be mailed out to all
students within the first two weeks of November.

TO ALL STUDENTS

ha~e

If you
changed your address or if you are not sure
that the address on file is correct you should go to the
Records office and inquire or correct the address on file.
To qualify for Early Registration, you must be a
Continuing student (currently enrolled).
New students do not qualify for Early Registration.

VOID DATE
Students who early registrater for the Spring 2000
will have until December 17, 1999 to sign their Bursar
contracts. Students who do not sign their contracts
by this deadline will have their classes dropped.

I
~--------------~

Damn that Walt
Disney!

EDITORIAL

Years of watchIng Beauty and the Beast
have dIstorted the Image of love
n an ideal " happily ever after" world,
my c ircle of friend s wou ld all be miserably out of love at the same time and
all bliss full y smitten fo r the rema inder. We
cou ld comp lain in
our times of distress
and take comfort in
the fact that we
aren't alone in the

I

Why open admissions is a problem that doesn't need solving
It has come to our attention that the subject of the open
ad mi ssion pol icy is coming under debate this year at Co lumbia.
There has been a com mittee formed to determine if Columb ia
should raise its standards in admitti ng students.
Th is is probabl y one of the most serious issues that
Columbia could tackle. Open admi ss ion to a libera l arts school
is rare indeed, and Co lumbia has always been proud to offer all
students the opportunity to receive a higher educati on. Mak ing
Co lumbia more se lective would mean denying some students
the basic ri ght to receive the education that they desire.
Let's face it. Just because someone was an excellent student in high sc hool doesn't mean that they will succeed in college. For many, college is the first taste of freedom. No longer
do students have their parents checking to make sure that their
homework is compl ete and that their grades are acceptable. No
longer do teachers call home when there is a problem, whether
it is behaviora l or educational.
In co llege, teachers don' t care if you show up or not. They
figure you are pay ing a lot of money to attend class, but if it's
not important to you, it 's not important to them . The only one
you cheat when you don't give school your full effort is yourself.
Some students thri ve under these conditions. They set goals
for themselves and fee l a true sense of accomplishment when
they succeed in meeting those goals. But for others, coll ege is
a waste of time and money. Some students, without the pressure of parents or teachers, just blow off cl asses and homework
assignments and ultimate ly fa il.
But test grades in high school or the ACT or SAT can't
determine who will succeed and who wi ll fai l in pursuit of a
higher educat ion. Who can predict who will give college their
fu ll effort or treat the wiJole experience as one big party? No .
one can.
That is why the open adm ission pol icy is so important for a
school like Co lumbia. An arts and communications schoo l is
unique; th is isn't the University of Chicago. Arts and communication majors are an ind ivid uali zed group of peop le. We

thrive unde r freedom. That is where most of us can be the creative people we were born to be. Just because someone isn't so
great in math or science doesn 't mean that they won't excel at
dance or theatre. Just because someone doesn't know their
geography doesn't mean that they won't be exceptional interior designers or fiction writers.
Don't get us wrong. We're not saying that basic writing and
arithmetic aren't necessary for a well-rounded education.
We ' re just saying that those subjects aren't the only types of
education that are important.
If Columbia is not willing to take a chance and give someone of questionable abilities a chance for an education in the
arts, who wi ll? We are one of the few schools in the country
that has an open admission policy. If students are denied a
chance for higher education based on their performances in
high school, where will that leave them?
Standardized tests are not infallible. Many students simply
do not test well. They freeze under the limiting conditions of
taking a timed test. They panic and sweat their way through
questions that they do know the answers to, but can't focus
properly with a proctor staring first at them and then at the
clock. When other students fini sh before the assigned time, it is
cause for further panic. They race through the rest of the test fo r
fear of being left behind - or worse, of not completing the test.
These are just some of the reasons that Columbi a needs to
remain an open admissions school. Everyone deserves a chance
to earn the education they desi re. It shouldn ' t matter where they
went to high school or how well they did there . Many were
given more opportunities because of their economic status
instead of their academic abilities. Not everyone attended a
state-of-the-art high school. Many were not afforded the opportunities that others may have had . No on~ can predict who will
succeed and who will not, but at least everyone has the same
chance at success. College is what you make of it- good or
bad- and that is what Columbia is all about. Everyone has an
equal opportunity to succeed or fail. One way or another, it 's all
up to you.
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vastly empty sea
called dating. And
we could compare
our romantic woes
and take comfort in
our
misfortune s.
But, it never works
out that way. It
probably sounds a
bit mean, but I'm
happier when my
friends arc as love forlorn as I am . It's comforting knowing that others are having as
much bad luck as I am when it comes to navigating their way through the small percentage of the datable population.
But recently. it seems I am the odd
woman out of the love circle, so instead of
sharing our complaints, I am listening to the
happy-in-Iove tales. For example, after
Sweetest Day weekend, I had to hear about
the romantic weekend they all spent with
their significant others.
One of my friends couldn't keep from
smiling as she told me of the flowers she
received from her latest man . Another spoke
of how her Mr. Channing gave her this
mushy card and wrote how he can't keep
from sm iling in classes !"hen he thinks of her.
Another? She got a lovely amethyst ring.
I really wasn't bothered by the whole
Sweetest Day thing. After all, Sweetest Day
is something invented by those greedy card
companies to sell more of those mushy cards.
And even though I didn't have a date fo r that
evening, at least I was dog-sitting an affectionate 120-pound rottweiler. Molly the Rott
was there to give me lots of attention and an
occasional slobbery kiss.
Being 21 and not seriously dating somebody isn't the end of the world. If this had
been the 195 0s, I'd be married for several
years already and pushing out babies left and
right. Fortunately, times have changed. But
still, having somebody wouldn 't be such a
bad thing.
So my friend Diarw has taken it upon herself to fi nd me Mr. Right. She means well and
has a good heart, so I usually li sten to her tell
me how she has found "the perfect man" for
me. Since I seem to attract any freak within a
two mile radius, I usually go along with her
plans. Just the other week, she was telling me
of her new ne ighbor that moved in.
"Val, he's perfect. He's tall and has the
bluest eyes .. .oh, he's such a gentleman ... blah
blah blah blah."
Her whole pitch sounded awfully familiar. Then I remem bered where I'd heard it
before: a coupl e of months earlier, when she
professed a similar discovery for me . Yes, she
had REALLY found him thi s time. He was
perfect for me--everything I could possibly
want in a mate. He has a steady job, is quiet,
yet has a hard time meeting someone "special" because he 's shy- I soon found out that
there are numerous other reasons. Diane
obv iously has a gift for embellishing.
Bob the slob, as I now refer to him, was
the antithesis of perfect- he was nothing short
of a weirdo . I knew as soon as I sat across
from him at dinner that this wasn't going to
work. The saving grace of the evening was
that the only way I agreed to go out on the
blind date was if Diane and her steady Brian
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tagged along.
I have known fo r a long time that chivalry was dead . I
just never knew it had been beaten, stomped on and run
over a few hundred times. I had to pay fo r a fourth of the
$65 tab. plus chip in for the $10 tip. even though the pasta
and glass of water that I ordered was under 10 bucks.
Bob's dinner? A steak and two margari tas-well over S20.
Fine. J let that slide . I usually don't let a guy pay fo r the
ent ire fi rst date, it's just that he neve r even offered.
Next on Diane's agenda 0 ' fun was miniature golfing,

which is bad enough in its own right, but when you can
barely carry on a convenation with your " Mr. Right," it's
uncomfortable. I used up the rest of the cash I had brought
with me for the nearly eight dollar entrance fee. An offer
from Bob? Nope. Apparently, even though Bob is 26,
making S30,OOO delivering potato chips to vari ous grocery chains, and is still living at home with his mother, he
couldn 't fork over some pocket change for his date's minigol f. After that charade, the green golf ball that was
assigned to me, wasn 't the on ly ball that I wanted whack
with my golf club. But I digress.
Of course, as is true with most blind dates, it can onl y
get worse from there. Next, old Bobby wanted some ice
cream. Flat broke, J made a half-joking comment about
how I' d have to find an ATM to pay for it. Well, apparently, he didn ' t get my joke. We then drove around to find

an ATM where I wilhdrew 20 bucks for my S I.8 7 ice
cream cone. Yes, Bob was perfect. A perfect moron.
But Diane assures me John is different . never mind
that fact that he's 31 and lives with three other openly gay
men. I don' t know. You do the math .
I consider myself a smart person, yet somehow, when
it comes to something like thi s. I lose common sense. I
follow the well-may be-it-won ' t-be-so-bad-this-time
thinking, despite it repeatedly failing me .
I didn ' ( learn after the blind date with J.D .• the one that
preceded Bob, even though he bragged incessantly about
his Tasmani an Devil in a fireman suit tattoo. Then again,
maybe if I hadn'l subscribed to the Wah Di sney version of
the love Bible, I wouldn't be waiting for the man on the
white horse to pull up.
Oh well. At least I have my loyal rottweiler.

After reading Graham Couch's baseless article titled
"Columbia Lacks Balis" (Oct. 8). I question just what
shallow rhetoric the Chronicle wi ll publish. The author
clai ms that Colu mbia's student body is generally disinterested in sports and attributes this preference to our need to
be "artsy-fartsy." He further argues that an individual
without an interest in sports is "just a putz."
First, I question the overall validity of Graham
Couch's artic le. I live in the same Columbia Residence
Center where Couch tell s the interest in sports is "not
impress ive" and after talking to at least 30 students in my
building, I argue that a strong interest in sports exist in the
student body. When asked which sports interest us in particular, a strong majority had found themselves wrapped
up in televis ion football, specifically the Monday night
game between the Giants and the Cowboys. Regardless,
when asked if they would choose to watch a televised
baseball game, more than ha1f said "yes, if others were
watching as well." Other athletic interests included hockey, basketball, and gymnastics.
None of these individuals were asked by Couch
whether or not they liked sports . Six of them mentioned
the art icle and dismi ssed it in such words as "bogus" and

"narrow-minded ." Perhaps Couch should spend more time
on survey and investigation if he chooses to take such an
expressed stand on this subje<:t.
Couch states that not everybody likes what he likes. I
agree. While Couch seems only to care for rating grabbers
like football and baseball, many students I surveyed share
a strong interest in self-defense, running, biking, and
skateboarding. These sports are seldom televised or available at ticket venues. Thi s explains why they may not surface as topics o f routine conversation. Perhaps, like writer
Ernest Hemingway's love for fi shing, these activities are
best enjoyed without the need to boast their exploits. My
personal passion is boxing, but I rarely discuss it at lunch
and would choose to talk about a fil m rather than a baseball game. It is a mere matter of preference.
Finally, I disagree w ith the statement that as a student
body, our interest-represented in the article as the theater,
film, our sty le of dress, and even the color of our hair-are
"so liberal that it has become a cliche." I find it ironic that
someone who prides himself on hi s widely unoriginal pass ion for sports feel s himself worthy of judging his fellow
students because they share with each other an alternate
set of interests and sty les. J:ust because he may not share

those interests, does not make him culturally inferior.
Equally, the student body's fa lsely claimed "negati ve vibe
about sports" would not make them in fe rior, if such a vibe
really existed.
Graham Couch makes clear his negat ive views about
our school's cho ices for personal ex press ion, the standard
that makes us shine against a field o f cookie cutter colleges and universities. But he fail s to convince me of any
general negative vibe towards sports at our school, and
such a biased and unsubstantiated article has no place in
college print.

Danner
CotmHUED FROM PAGE
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Tony Vatterott

Junior
ScrccnwritingfFiction Writing Majo r
Dear Chronicle,
Great work Graham "Tim 's cousin" Couch! !! I who leheartedly agree that too many of the "tre cool" population
SEE LILTTER S , PAGE 8

Playing God and bending the rules: A most dangerous game
AMBER HOLST
Gu~t

Columnist

n an explosion of anti-climatic thought, Judge
Gerald Bender recent ly ruled that two frozen
embryos, which have taken the abortion issue to
mystical heights, are to remain on ice until further order
from the court.
( <rhe ruli ng, no doubt, has both sides breathing a little
e'asier, since nothing wi ll change, yet. The fateful decis ion
on these fro zen zygotes will be determined during the
divorce trial. To understand any of this biological battle, it
is important to key into the elements o f the case.
Todd Ginestra, a 32-year-old medical resident at UtC,
and Margaret Hale, a 35-year-old nurse, shared wedded
bliss for six years, during which time they tried to conceive a chi ld with the help of Highland Park 's In-Vitro
Fert ilizat ion Center. It was here that five fertilized eggs
were created for the couple, three implanted and tw o
frozen. The three implanted embryos failed to produce the
desired results, which began to stress the infrastructure of
their marriage. G inestra fil ed for a divorce in late July.
Hale then decided that it was the right time to implant
that embryo in her uterus, but G inestra really didn 't want
to start a family while in the process of getting divorced,
so ofT to the courts they went.
Bende r pres ided over the hearing, knowing that the

I

world was watching. He carefully delayed his ruling,
which may not have been a popular decis ion. Bender has
previously ruled on two similar cases.
The first dealt with a Tennessee couple, Mary Sue and
Junior Davis, who were each fighting for the custody of
seven embryos. The ru li ng was in the favor of Mary Sue',
based on the determination that the embryos were human
beings from the moment of conception and that it was in
their best interest to be born. However, the ruling was
overturned on appeal. Junior had a constitutionally protected right not to procreate.
The second case involved a New York couple, Steve
and Maureen Kass, who also didn 't know what to do with
their frozen embryos. The Kass' had s igned an informed
consent document, which gave the unwanted frozen
embryos to science.
It just so happens that Hale and Ginestra signed a contract s imilar to the Kass' . In this contract, it is stated that
they did not want the rest of the embryos frozen for future
use, however, the Fertilization Center froze them anyway.
Obviously Bender had an easy way out of a moral dec ision . All he simply had to do is enforce the contract, making the embryos a non-factor.
That would be the case if Hale didn 't remember that

she was extreme ly re lig ious, and that by gening rid of the
embryos, she wou ld be commin ing the act of abortion.
Hale is a fa ith fu l Catholic and abortion is wrong, so it
would be abort ion if she were to let them thaw. Well any
simp le legal issue, such as a signed contract, can't be
inforced now; Margaret has transcended the issue to God .
Under questioning, however, it had been discovered
that Hale never attends church. It was also submitted that
in-vitro ferti lization is frowned upon by the church, a discrepancy o f which she was apparently unaware. The other
small contradiction w ith her beliefs is that she filed a
counter-petition for the divorce- also banned by the
Catholic church.
Bender's ruling was that neither of the embryos shall
be implanted in Margaret or destroyed. "The status quo is
that the two embryos are cryogenica lly preserved,"
Bender stated. "They will remain as they are until further
orde r from the court ."
The batt le for the embryos w ill begin again at the
divorce trial , for which a date has not been set. Bender is
probably correct in letting things stay as they are until the
divorce tria l, or maybe he's just hoping that God will settle it before anyone else has to.

Question: Should Columbia drop its open admissions policy?

-.-

Daniel Meradt

"We should not be as strict as
The Art Institute. because art is
so subjective:

jamie "end,...
· ......-.,
F_

"A lot of freshmen end up drop·
ping out no matter what school
. they go to. Kids who get an 18
on the ACT might be at a disad·
vantage:

Dm d W-cn. r
....., FI.. Att
"Ifs kind of a double-€dged
sword. If there were no open
admissions policy, classes
would be harder.'

-.'-pIoy
Danl.. Hough

MThe beginning cou rses are a
joke. and there's not a lot of
competition between students.·
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The rant to end all rant&,an
then some
ALEX JANCO

SrqfJ Writer

You call this a ride?
PATRICIA OROZCO

SlafJ Writer
I quickly rush out the door, don't remember if I locked it. run
back a few steps, change my mind, tum around and keep running
to the train station . I check my watch and it's 7: 19 a.m. There is no
way I can make it in time for the 7:22 train. I pick-up speed and
continue running: one block, two blocks ... meanwhile. I tonnent
myself thinking about how I should have gotten up 15 minutes earlier, how I cou ld have done without eating breakfast or maybe
without spending time looking for my stupid sweater.
Ding. ding, ding! The crossing gates begin to lower as the train
approaches. I try to run faster- my bookbag isn't helping. I have
no time to get angry. My legs, now heavy as block s, want to give
out. Everything begins to tum black. My coordination isn 't steady,
~ut I manage to get through the train doors. Panting, almost blackmg out, I drop my heavy load on a seat. As I am gasping for air, I
begin to breath in the heavy fume s of nail polish.
What in the heck does this lady want to do? Kill every living
person on the train? Here I am bare ly breathing, and this inconsiderat~ lady doesn ' t see m to reali ze that she is not at home, or in a
vent il ated area for that matter. She inspects her "beautirul" looking
nail s. Will she die ifshe doesn't poli sh her nails? Oh, but this isn't
all that goes on aboard the Metra .
Take the afternoon rush hour trains. You will witness people
~rinking- getting drunk on the way home. Perh,aps not all the
time, but chances are you wi ll someday encounter thi s. It 's not that
I am bothered by drinking. What bothers me is that when these
peop le get drunk, they get rowdy and loud.
But that's not all. What 's up with those peQple who don 't want
to move their bags to let someone sit down? -They make be lieve
they're :eading a book o r sleeping. When you ask them pOlitely,
so me will move things while others wi ll give you attitude- murmuring so mething under their breath. Talk about rude! These people aren't the only ones who've had a long day. What is baggage
(whi ch could be on the floor or the top rack) doing on a seat that
could be used by someone?
1 have had enough . How is one supposed to study, sleep or
enjoy a train ride wh ile trying to breathe or move away from a
wobbling drunk in a crowded train? Where is the control on thi s
trai n? Where is the re sponsibility o f the conductors? Why don 't
they say anything to these people? You can see " no smoking" signs
posted around the train, but I begin to wonder if perhaps a "P lease
don't use nail polish on the train" sign is needed.

This is a message for all instructors to hear, so
spread the word.
Lighten up!
This collective cry for help comes from every
Columb ia student overburdened by work, school,
homework , internships, relationships and any other
excuse, er, reason you can think of.
Take it easy teachers, because we students are
enrolled in more than just your class. You may feel
that the world revolves around the three hours we

M

Lawrence Benedetto

Columbil Alumnu.

Dear Graham

IChronicle

Ass ista nt

Editor],
What about the School of the Art
Instit ute? Do they have sports? No!
Get over the fact that Columbia doesn't have, and doesn't need, sports of
any kind. I'll bet you most Columbia
students would rather see somethi ng
else Irather than the Chronicle's Sports
sectionJ. As for my vote, the sports
section shou ld be cut from the
Chronicle and replaced wi th BEITER
things.
Mike"' T
Columbia Student
Dear Chronic/e,
I just read G raham Couch's article
in the Chronicle, and thought you
might like to know that I have recently
started an athletic club at Columbia.
We're still in the process of becom ing
official, but we're very close to being
an actual club.
It's an Ultimate Frisbee club. If
you' re never heard of it before ,
Ultimate is like Frisbee football, without the contact. We're alway s looking
for more players, so if you wou ld like
to check It out some time, that would
be great. Just thought I'd let ya know...
Kevin Nicho lson
Co lumbia Student

-------_IIIio---'

spend with you, but it . . . . ._ _ _~_ _...
four words are
doesn't. Just because
enough to make
we on ly meet with .
anyone cry. Once
you one day a week
you've
reached
doesn't give you the
your
exit
and
right to load us with
fought through traffic, trying to park
six-and-a-ha lf days of
homework.
downtown is a joke.
When we w rite
You
show
me
our papers and comsomeplace where
plete our assignments
you can park all day
night
before
for under eight dol·
the
they're due, there is
lars, and I'll show
reason
you a Streetw;$e
usually a
behind it. It's definitev'e ndor willing to
Iy not by choice, like
give you money.
many parents and
But even before
teachers believe.
all of this starts,
You want to know
there is the twice-a·
why college kids
year celebration we
drink and party as
call book buying. I
much as we do? It's to
don't know about
try to get as far away
everyone else, but I
from our everyday
spent a cool S233
lives as possible. All
on
books
this
semester. One of
week, the only thing
going through our
those books was
heads is school and
$68 - used. And it
work and schoo l and
was 12 years old;
work . Without an outThe new price was
let, I'm sure every
$95. Yikes!
This is where
college student would t,..."""".e.:'7.""",:)~:s..J.~",i:-,..~ ~:!."'':.fIf"''''~
be going through a
the teachers com4
half-mid-life cri sis 1o______;a;~;;,;,____...;;;;,;;.;.;==J:i:=:..... back to play
right now.
major role . After
Granted, there are
.~ '--. ' .
~'. - ,
; ..... , '- we've spent our I~
many co llege students that go o~erbo;rd. But for month's paycheck on bQ6.ks$every now and then w
those of us who can control it ana enjoy it, it serve~ receive hand-out upon hand-out upon hand-out (yo
~ .
get my drift) until we've accumulated enough handi
as a welcome retreat.
.
Even our fun gets spoiled prematurely. To have a outs to publish another book. For example, in on~
good time, you need money. And it is a widely class that I am currently taking, I have in excess ot
known fact that co llege students have no money.
20 pounds of hand-outs.
So teachers everywhere, if you can hear me,
Why don't students have any money? This is a
much-debated subject, many believing that we blow please take it easy. If not for me, then at least for my
it on the weekend. The truth is, we spend it during back and my wallet. They both will thank you very
the week for school.
much.

CONTINUED FROM PAOE 7

at Columbia is completely uncultured
by not knowing a single thing about
sports!!! But what tops that is that
these same " urban hipsters" are too
stupid to know any thing about any
NEWS subjects either! !!! And J'm not
talking about the page nine police blotter tidbits ... 1 had some foolish OJ/stoner (ooh .. that' s hip! ) who had NO
CLUf~ that the U.S. was bombing
Bosnia until more than A WEEK after
it started !!!!!
" Dude, I didn 't have any idea about
it until th is morning" he announced so
proudly to the class. Yeah .. there's your
typical Columbia student for you. li s
really amazing that they can find their
way from their place to the school
without thei r fragile brains oozing out
their ears!!!!
So Graham ... keep up with it bra!
Give ' em hell!! Let 'em know what the
"world series" is!!! But just make sure
you use a bunch of 50 cent words so
the "tre cools" can understand what
you're saying!!!!! And if any of you
so-called "c ultured" Columbia stu·
dents have a problem with this, I got
TWO words for you--oh never mind .
You wouldn't understand .

First, we have to get to school, and getting to
Columbia.. as you know. isn't very easy. Popular
modes of transportation include buses, trains and
automobiles. Granted, the U-Pass has helped ease
the pain just a little bit. But in some cases, you still
have to pay to park, which can run upwards 0(S10 a
week. Those who have to take Metra down still have
to pay a premium.
Then there's the sad saga of those who drive.
Kennedy, Eisenhower, Ryan and Stevenson - those

...
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Fly
Home.
Mom's sure to
make your
favorite
for dinner.

"'

COL

.11.~. 2.F.L.Y........ .

1.~.8.
• Cincinnati
• Kansas City
• Buffalo/Niagara

from
from
from

$29
$39
$49

• Pittsburgh
• Minn.lSt. Paul
• Dallas/Ft. Worth
• Atlanta
• Denver
• Myrtle Beach

~VANGUARD
"..
A/RLfNES

www.flyvanguard.com
Open 24 Hours a Day

from
from
from
from
from
from

.. ? ~

EI

$49
$59
$69
$79
$79
$99

Consistently
Low Fares

• Reslriclions apply. Prices do nol include $2.25 per segmenl FET. 2a-day
advance purchase required . Fares are non-refundable . Blackout dates
apply. Seats are limited and may not be available on all flights . Prices
are subject to change and do not include PFC 's of up to $12 round trip .
More circuitous routings will require additional per segment charges .
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IMMlJNiZATiON

NOVEMBER 1

DEADLINE .IS NOVEMBER 19,1999
9,1999
9
O£ADl\NE is NOVEMBER 19,199

Students must be in full compliance by this deadline. Once this
deadline passes, a $50 fine will be applied to the student's
account. Documentation must be submitted to the RECORDS
OFFICE (Main Bldg .. Room 611) by this deadline.
PLEASE NOTE: A $50 fine wi ll be assessed each semester the student
does not comply with the state's law on immunizations.
FULL and HALF-TIME students must have the following documentation
to the Records Office:

~

1 Teta~"f Diphthevia Cwithi~ the laft te~ yeavf)
Fovei<"jl'\ n-vJel'\t{ l'\eeJ "3 TJ {"'ot{ (Ol'\e wit"'il'\ t"'e Lan- 10 yeav{)

~
~

~

1 fhotf o{ Meaflef Ca pvil""avy
1 cAofe o{ R"bella
1 cAofe M"I""Pf

a~cA

a

fe(o~cAavy)

ONCE THE $50 FINE HAS BEEN ENFORCED, THE STUDENT MAY PARTICIPATE IN A
PROGRAM THAT WILL HELP THEM BECOME COMPLIANT BY THE NEXT SEMESTER(SPRING 2000)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
IMMUNIZATION DAYS ON CAMPUS will be held:
monday ()ov. lQ. IQQQ from l:OO to ():OO
Tue~day ()OV. }O. IQQQ from 10:00 to }:OO
Wedne~day Dec 1. IQQQ from 10:00 to }:OO
Thur~day Dec l. IQQQ from 10:00 to }:OO
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BRIAN CAMPBELL

Assistanl Editor

"Sex without love equals violence ," according to
Shawn Denigan (Brad Rowe). His drinking partner
Rick believes that it is a much bigger problem to
figure out who to love, rather than who to sleep
with . "Body Shots" revolves around these bedfellows of love and sex, and monitors the progress of
Shawn , Rick (who is a cross
Ewan
I
McGregor and
Pierce
Brosnan) and
four other 20

across the dance floor, so Shawn and token nonblonde Emma are left to get wasted.
Trent, in full golf attire, is the star of the show.
After the night out, he wakes up humping a curb
and narrowly avoids a horrible death when a car
goes out of control. When he gets home, covered in dirt, he admits to Shawn that he "has
issues.~ His night turned out to have been
eventful , and he informs Shawn of alternative
uses for sandwich bags The movie itself "as
J thoroughly, if *eri~sues and deals ;yith thim
haps too graphically. ' .
',
Director Michael Cristofer has the characters
talk directly to the camera at times, so we know

what is going on in
their minds-specifi-

The six meet
up at the glitziest club in town
(even the drink
trays are illum inated), where
'-'---'--'--'-----'-'----' gallons of liquor
are consumed , which fuels desires. The guys
come across as having a one-track mind, with
Shawn the apparent romantic softie, but the girls

are also in the mood for some love action.
Jerry O'Connell ("Jerry Maguire," "Stand by Me")
plays Penorisi , the arrogant jock NFL star who mu;cles in on Sara, Shawn's girl. We all know some-

one as annoying as Penorisi and feel for Shawn ,
who watches helplessly as the jock starts dancing
with Sara.
Rick and Jane make provocative eye movements

cally their thoughts

hilarious, for example: "Sex isn't
bad for you ... except for AIDS .
AIDS. AIDS. AIDS. There's

on sex , love and relaThe movie begins and ends
tionships. It is interwith the morning after the night
esting to hear what
before. Everyone is unsure of
each character says
the precise details of what hapabout themsel ves,
pened, so each character
and seeing how tl1ey
reveals their own version of
actually behave 0,1 a
events, and it is left for the audinight out. Rick brags
ence to decide whom to believe.
about his conquests,
Kiss and make-up; Tara Reid (Sara) and
"Body Shots" is compelling to
and says "If you get
watch and manages to mix
Amanda Peet (Jane).
close to everyone
L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....:._--'_ _ _ _ _.J moments of humor (everything
you [sleep with), you
Trent does, Rick waking up and sleepily relieving
wouldn't be this lonely," and he emerges as the
himself with the toilet seat down, an oral sex class)
only guy not to have added to his conquests. The
with hard-hitting realism . The young cast guarancamera-talk is a useful device, although some of
tees the movie will attract teenagers galore, but the
their big punch lines toward the end sound too
script is not at all juvenile.
scripted . Trent's observations, though, are

"First rule of Fight Club: you do not talk about Fight Club ." That's not just a
catchy line shot from Brad Pitt's mouth in the new David Fincher film "Fig ht
Club." That, my friends, is a perfect summary of the largest, most fatal factor
perpetuating the "violence plague" that has taken our nation by a stranglehold :
We do not talk about our problems, our frustrations , our reasons for living .
Generation X (as much as I hate the label ) is a generation without a "great"
war or depression or situation to draw us together. As W
Fight Club" so eloquently puts it: "Our depression IS our lives.
Starring Brad Pitt as Tyle r Durden , and Edward Norton as the name-changing narrator, "Fight Club" is on the verge of creating someth ing great, and I'm
not talking about copycat underground fight clubs. But more on that later.
"Fight Club" is one of the most styl ish, most thought-provoking films to grace
the silver screen in a long time. It is undoubtedly Kubrickean-full of the most
razor sharp wit and the best society-analyzing scenes I have witnessed since
"A Clockwork Orange." It is this generation's "Dr. Strangelove." But instead of
mocking the military mind and mankind's fear of nuclear annihilation, "Fight
Club" mocks the entire decade of the 90s. Commercials, credit cards, IKEA
furniture and appliances, those new VW Bugs-burn it all baby.
Presenting himself as a modern day philosopher, Tyler Durden declares:
~Yo u are not your job. You are not how much you have in the bank. You are

wildly, opening his briefcase, and handing over a business card, Tyler tells us,
"I sell soap." Lamenting that the ingredients of soap can also be used to make
napalm, Tyler becomes Jack's instant best friend .
After his apartment is spontaneously blown up, taking all of his worldly possessions away in a fireball , Jack moves into Tyler's abandoned mansion of
destruction. The run-down house becomes their wonderland of mischief, a
resort of refuge for any man enraged with life's limited possibilities.
"Fight Club," Tyler and Jack's creation, is a new kind of support group for the
masses of frustrated males. Instead of oral therapy and group hugs, members
of this group beat each other with bare fists until one gives up. The reasoning
is that you release all of your violent frustrations and receive a little free entertainment at the same time (never mind the bruises and broken bones you'll
endure).
But, fight club doesn't cure anything, it only leads to more violence and mayhem. And that's the point of the film. We need outlets other, than violence for
the pent-up emotions of rage and frustration that so many individuals crumble
under. Devastated, we become Jack and the other fight clubbers-we turn to
violent, destructive forms
of getting and feeling what
we want.
Already misunderstood
and soon to be fool ishly
mimicked I'm sure, "Fight

not the conte nts of your wallet. You are not your khakis. And you are not a
beautiful snowflake ." Uh , OK then , what in the hell am I? Tyler 's answer: "The
thi ngs you own end up owning you . It's only after you 've lost everything that
you 're free to do anything . Self-destruction might be the answer."
"Fight Club" represents that freedom to break down and then evolve-violent
as th at process may be .
Wait, just like the film, I' ve said far too much far too soon; let us rewind .
~ Fight Club" is the experience of one man's mind , our narrator's (from this
point on, I'll call him Jack) . Jack has problems. He's frustrated with his job,
confused about his purpose In this world and he ca n't sleep. Jack goes to the
doctor to get a sleeping pill, bu t his doctor proposes a different , somewhat rad ical drug-support group meetings. Th e logic is that after seeing people with
rea l problems, Jack wil l understand he is blessed with health and will get on
with his life . The idea backfires . Jack is immediately hooked . Testicular cancer, tuberculosis, alcoholism , skin cancer; it's all the same to Jack . He needs it
to sleep.
Also hooked on the grief of oth ers is Marla (Helena Bonham Carter) , a
woman Jack describes as: ~ Th a t sore on the roof of your mouth that would go
away if you could only stop licking it ." Chain smoking her way through the film ,
Marla only serves one purpose in "Fight Club"-she's a clue , a wedge between
blood brothers Tyler and Jack.
Oh yeah , I forgot about th at mysterious minister of anarchy Tyl er Durden .
Jack meets Tyle r on one of his ma ny airlin e flights for business. Grinning

Club" does not glorify or
advocate violence. In fact ,
it does quite the opposite.
It tries to break the first
rul e of fight club-the rule
that is kil ling kids every day. Talk about your problems . You feel like walking
into your high school with bombs and machine guns? Tell us why; let's do
something about it.
In a recent Entertainment Weekly article, Edward Norton puts it far better
than I can: "Art has always reflected society. Art doesn't invent violence. It
doesn't inspire violence. This movie examines violence and the roots of frustration that are causing people to reach out for such radical solutions. And
that's exactly the sort of discussion we SHOU LD be having about our culture.
Because a culture that doesn't examine its violence is a culture in denial,
which is much more dangerous."
Amen . Don't believe the media and politicians that would have you believe
movies like "Fight Club" are creating tragedies such as Columbine . Arguing
over shootings and senseless killings after they occur is pointless, and pushing
the blame from one group to another is a vain attempt at hand washing .
So what is that great thing "Fight Club" is on the verge of creating? How about
serious, intell igent discussions about our violence-prone and obsessed society? I know it's a highly improbable thing to expect, but if any film can do it, I
believe it is "Fight Club."

TOM SNYDER

Cortespondent
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Correspondent
DONNIE SEALS JR.

Assistant Photo Editor

"Lolita"

as the most authentic Irish sound in the
play.
The Mercury Theater, where the play is
"The Irish and How they got that way" currently running is the perfect setling.
Its small and atmospheric surroun dings
While Frank McCourt's Pulitzer Prize
and sparse lighting are ideal for the stowin ning novel , "Ange la's Ashes,· wou ld
rytelling tone of the play. The minimal
lead one to expect a certain standard for
yet effective use of the single set works
the Irish-American author, this is not
very well in this sense too.
apparent in his current play, "The
The method that McCourt uses for the
Irish ... and How They Got That Way."
play is original. He combines snippets of
The play is a ce lebration of Irishhistory with skits of Irish culture as well
American culture, and its self-glorifying
as more than 30 songs to musically illuStone is a bit over the top. It is boastful
trate the history of the Irish . These start
and self-congratulatory, with the British
off with such trad itional ballads _as "The
cited as the source
Rose of Tralee" and
of all evil.
spans right through
Frank McCourt
to a distu rb ing
has set out to
rendition of U2's
please a certain
"I Still Haven't
au dience with thi s
Found Wh at I'm
play- the nationalLooking For," wh ich
ist Irish-Americans.
ranges over about
While the level of
17 different
humor is intended
octaves .
to be high , it never
This song was an
gets out of the gutapt conclusion
ter. It is racist and
because if you go to
simply perpetuates
this play trying to
all of the false
find out how the Irish
impressions that
got the way they did,
Americans may
you won't find what
have about the
you 're looking for
Irish- a nation of
there. The play simdrinkers and fightply talks about the
ers. Granted,
famine , thanks the
there are some
Americans for helpgenuinely funny
ing and condemns
moments in the
the British . This is all
play, like Freud's
perfectly valid, but
L_....:.::::!.~::....::..:.:.:..:...!::.::2:::.::...::.::=.=-_-.J the fam ine is just
quote that "There
is one race on which psychotherapy is of
one influential factor that forms the Irish
no use at all and that is the Irish ." (Being
character.
Irish, I can say that this may well be
The most glaring exclusions were
true ).
those of religion and the conflict in
However, if you accept the play's faults, Northern Ireland , both of which have had
it has its merits too. The cast cannot be
as great an influence on the Irish as the
faulted . Their performance, after more
fam ine. Ireland has long been associatthan six months of doing the show, is
ed with the Catholic chu rch and at one
enthusiastic and energetic. Their deliv. stage there was virtually no difference
ery is impeccable and their accents are
between church and state. This shaped
well-meant, if not a bit cliched . The
a lot of the Irish public's morals and
social mores and set the standard for
Singing and musiciansh ip are strong with
the multi-talented Music Director Greg
generations . The vi olence and murder
Walter excelling . For me, the highlight of
that has marked Northern Ireland is
something that should not have been
the play is Susan Voelz's simple but
beautiful violin playing , and it strikes me
ignored , as it might have a bit more to do
with the Irish 's abiding sense of tragedy
than the fact that we Irish supposedly
spend all of our time drinking.
However, the play cannot be faulted
for its entertainment value, and if that's
what you 're looking for, here's where
you 'll find it.
EOE LCOF F EY

Staff Writer

Frank McCourt
The Mercury Theater;
Tuesday 7p.m., Wednesday through
eg.,m.hl l Frid ay 8 p.m., Saturday 5:30 p.m.
b
Tickets, $34.50 and $38.50.

There is nothing more magical
or memorable than fall ing in love
for the first time , especially if it's
when you are young . Losing that
love can be a devastating turning
point in life. It would be even
more tragic if your mate were to
pass away. Experiencing such
heartache at a young age would
be a cruel lesson, but I doubt that
it would lead to the drastic measures that it does in "Lolita.·
Humbert (J eremy Irons) needs a
place to stay for his new teaching
job. He decides to live on a small
house with a widow and her
daughter. Her daughter, Lolita
(Dominique Swain), rem inds
Humbert of the love he lost when
he was only 15. Apparently, this
reminder makes him fall instantly
for Lolita. Wanting to be near
her, he takes an extreme
step and marries her
mother played by
Melanie Griffith .

It is only 20 minutes into the fi lm,
and these two are having sex.
These immediate pleasures do not
compete with the pain that
Humbert later
faces. He tries to do the impossible-have a relationship with a
14-year-old girl.
Most of the film
focuses on their twisted father-daughter
love story. Humbert
tries to use a father's
authority to control lolita as his lover. When
she is rejecting to him ,
and behaves as most
teen-teenagers do to a
parent, he tries to hold
onto the relationship
like a man begging for
his life on death row.
The problem I had with director
Adrian Lyne's "Lolita" is that it
never properly captures the longing and love Humbert feels for her.
First of all, he gets what he wants
right away-he is with Lolita. The
movie shows his obsession , only
as a result of Lolita 's childish mind
games. It is not the story of his
love for her, rather his obsession
with keeping her as his own . The
problem with this is that he only
has this obsession due to their
relationship . It is not because of
the passion he still feels for his
first lover. Humbert and Lolita's
relationship is a hard thing to
watch , because these are both
such unappealing characters. You
cannot feel any sense of victimization in Lolita, due to the fact that
she is a seductive brat. You also

moments , however. It is an interesting piece to watch, but it did
not evoke the intended emotions
in me. It did have good cinematography and superb acting .
This movie is nowhere near the
classic of Vladimir Nabokov's
novel , but if you are a fan of the
story, then it is worth watching.
Just don't let your litlle sister see
it.
VIDEO

AUDIO
At first , I figured this movie to be
dominated with dialogue , but I was
surprised to find a very exciting
musical score. Ennio Morricone
presents a great musical track that
should not disappoint. The surround speakers were used sparingly here and there, but nothing
spectacular. Most of the sound
came from the front and center
speakers. There are also English ,

Spanish , and French subtitles.
EXTRAS
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Tha Sound Cornar
B ILLY O 'K EEFE

Viewpoints/New Media Editor
There 's Nothing L eft to Los e
Foo Fighters
(Roswell/RCA)

Th e Science of Thi ngs
Bush
(Traumallnterscope )
Titl e of Record
Filter
(WEAlWarner Bros)
Class of 1995, where
have you gone? Actually,
nowhere . Despite what
Fred, Britney, Nick, Ricky
and the rest of the rap/poptino revolution would like you to believe, there's
still room on the face of the earth for
Dave, Richard and even that Gavi n fel-

low.
Dave Grohl and the Foo Fighters
ch armed the dial off the ra dio with the
mmm-fre sh pop and edgy growl of their
self-titled debut, and proceeded to blow
it all on a sloppy stinker of a follow-up
(1997's The Colour and the Shape).
Now, afte r who knows how many lineup
changes and rumored break-ups, the
boys are back and searching for that
oh-so-common middle ground that
comes with the fragile third
album, Th ere is Not hing
Left to Los e. Strings?
Sounds like 'em . Epic
departures? You bet.
But improvements? Not
exactly.
Lose starts out almost
too well, wit h the booming
chorus of "Stacked Actors"
and the pop attack of
"Breakout: But a fu nny
th ing happens on the way
to the end of the record:
The Foos trade in thei r
razors for some bubble gum, and the
hook-crazy result is mercilessly dull. A
brief recovery in the name ot UNext
Yea r" and "Ai n't it the Life" saves the
train from com pletely derailing , but
there are still too many casualties here.
Perhaps such a bold transition to
pseudo-metal to pillow rock was too
much for one album to take , Still ,
progress is progress, and any sign of it
is better than none.

If only Bush got their chops from the
same shop. If the band's thi rd album,
The Science of Things , sounds exciting and depressingly dull at the same
time, it's because it is. Gone is the boring sludge of past
hits "Everyth ing
Zen " and "Little
Things ," replaced
by the odd
melodies and worthy beats of such
metallically-titled
songs as "Jesus
Online " and "The
Chemicals
Between Us: Strip
away the voca ls,
and these guys
could finally have some work to write
home about.
But oh, those vocals. Ga vin
Rossdale's muddy baritone is so droll
and tone-de af that no sound can compete with or benefit from it, and Science
suffers like no other Bush record ever
has as a result. A miracle on ce separated Bush from a good album; this time,
some singing le sson s - or a new vocalist - would've done the trick.
The fabled sophomore slump doesn't
look so bad anymore, does it? The boys
from Filter don't think so: Titl e of
Record, while no adventure in headphone euphoria ,
is many lengths
ahead of 1995's
Short Bus in
every way. It is
a cleaner,
faster, more
original record
than the band's
merely decent
debut.
All th at
screaming of
the past? It's
still here , but it
pl ays secon d fidd le to brittle melodie s
and some surprisingly accomplished
voca ls by Richard Patrick . Witness
"Captain Bli gh," an orga nic romp that's
scream ing for a horror movie to
embrace it, and "Welcome to the Fold ,"
a sprawing, eight-minute see-saw ride
that's twice as exciting as anything the
Foos or Bush co uld whip out in half as
much time . If you had any love for Filter
in the past, pick this one up,

This Week's Lineup
10/2': " "

'0' e METIlO

10/U: ISAAC HA'IES e FOUIl SEASOIIS
,,, DO' ",IIDElIII' e COII'IlESS
"''1 "" e MfTllO

10/30: IDDSMACI(, 11M lOSE CIIlCUS, IlEVElLtE e IlIVIEIlA
MAC'IIIlA'I e HOUSE OF ILUES
TOilE toC e CUIt'l IEAIl
THE WA roUTS, FIlAIII(LlII, IULIAIIA THEDIl'l, LUCI( OF
ALEIA e FIIlESIDE IOWL
,,, DOl ",IIDEIlIII' e COII'IlESS
10/31: 'IlOMISE IlIII', IUIlIIIII' AlIlUIIES e EM'T'I IOTT"
IlICI('1 MAIlTIII e UIIITID nil TEll
MISFITS, 'WAIl e IlIVIfIlA
M'I LlFI WITH THI THIlILL I(ILt I(ULT e MITIlO

M IC HAEL O ' BRI E N

Assistant Editor
Ida arrived in Chicago on a cold,
wet Sun day night. It had been
over a yea r since their last
Chicago performance, and their
last LP was released almost th ree
ye ars ago. T he crowd filled
Schuba's to near capacity. They
were quietly awaiting Ida's arrival
onsta ge, waiting for their itch to
be scratched with some new
materia l and som e old favorites.
The re is a magic to Elizabeth
Mitchell's voice. It is all at once
tender, pained and powerfu l. It
cut through the room-d emanding and deserving the undivided
attention it received.
"Some days are heavy and
some days are mean, some days
fall somewhere in between," sang
Mitchell, perched on a stool at the
right corner of the stage.
Daniel Littleton , seated on the
stool next to her, pulled and
caressed his guitar strings, lending the only accompaniment
Mitchell's voice required , In Ida's

can take the numbingly complicated emotional content of daily
life and somehow distill it to its
most simple lyric essence, while
at the same time not dimini shing
its complexity of meaning.
One of the highlights of the set
was "Ba ck Burner" taken from
Ida's second album, I Know
About You, Littleton opens the
song, building the situations and
setting the scene, About half-way
through, Ida's secret weapon is
revealed. Mitchell chimes in with
Littleton and their voices lock
hands in shining , ye arning harmony, singing, "There's one thing
that I'll never understand, it's like
the words th at we said, rolled
over to play dead and we kissed
them goodbye and never questioned why."
Between 1985 and 1989,
Li ttleton was a member of seminal Annapolis punk band, T he
Hated. Since the ir breakup in
1989, Littleton has played in a
number of bands, including Three
Shades of Dirty, Choke and
Slack.

"Some days are heavy and some days are mean,
some days fall somewhere in between"
-- from the Ida song "Back Burner"
best songs , there is no room for
bass guitar or drums , Rhythm is
non-existent an d unnecessary.
The melodies hol d the songs up ,
strong and proud ,
Ida's music is incredibly fragile .
One fal se note , one unfelt vocal
and the wh ole thing could fall
apart. The audien ce can easily
sense that. It makes the experience that much more affectin g.
The band brought a curious
entourage with them . Littleton
and Mitchell, the backbone of the
group, were joined onstage by
bandmate Karla Schicke le and
three other musicians, referred to
as the "Little Ida Orchestra: The
Orchestra featured an upright
bass , a violin and a cl arinet. The
addition al band members added
some interesting textures to
the newer compositions, bu t were
often left idle durin g the ol der
materi al.
The instruments and melodies
exist not to catch the ear with a
hook or a jingle, they are walls
around the room where the action
takes place , It's the scenery on a
long walk, th e familiar couch on
which you have the conversation.
Ida is one of the few bands that

Before meeting Littleton in
1992, Mitchell had been performing in New York and Providence ,
mostly in an acoustic duo with
Usa Loeb, who se song on the
"Reality Bites" soundtrack "Stay"
catapulted her into the limelight.
In fa ct, if you listen ca refully you
can hear Littleton and Mitchell
playing guitar and singing in the
backgroun d.
Ida might have fi nally received
their own well deserved "big
break: They we re si gned by
Capitol Records last year. Th e
independent label they
had been on, Simple Machines,
went out of bu si nes s and apparently Capitol was interested.
Whether they record a major
label album, or head ba ck to the
independent wo rld , Ida will
remain on e of the brighter sta rs in
the mu sic scene-a boy and a
girl , singing with thei r eyes
closed- so si mple, yet so beautifu l.
Opener Wa rn Defeve r, formerly
of His Name Is Al ive, treated the
crowd to a set of sad , yet uplifting
country tinged song s,
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VITALITY
Paul McCartney
Run Devil Run
One of the more successful
artists in the history of music has
come out with
another critically
acclaimed album.
Paul McCartney's

group called The Vipers. He
also does an excellent job on
Ricky Nelson's "Lonesome
Town," also first released in
1958.
Other artists
that McCartney
covers on the

new release, "Run

ALEX JANCO

Staff Writer
Lennon Tribute

Even though he died 19 years ago, John
Lennon's legacy is still alive and well today,
as indicated by the turnout at the first annual Harvest Moon Music Festival in Kane
County.
The event, which ran from Oct. 8-10 at
the Kane County Events Center, was
almost like a mini-Woodstock--celebrating
peace , love, understanding, beer and of

course the spirit of John Lennon.
The festival was put together by
Community Arts and Music Production
(CA M.P), a new nonprofit organization that
believes in communities working together.
The festival was also incorporated to
enjoy the days of Indian summer and th e
autumnal equinox, and included magicians,
artists, jewelers, poets and musicians. The

a lbum are Larry

Devil Run ," is unlike
Williams, Carl
any of the previous
Perkins, Chuck
18 that he has put
Benry, Fats
out before.
Domino, Little
Two years after
Richard and
band list included Saldo Creek, Heavy
his "Flaming Pie"
three Elvis
Water, Torturing Elvis and the
reached No .2 on
Presley songs,
Groovepushers. There were 25 bands in
the charts,
including "All
all, including about four techno bands each McCartney has
Shook Up," and
night.
done a complete
an electrifying
Peace and the memory of John Lennon
180 degree turn.
version of "I Got
"Run Devil Run"
'-_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _~ Stung ," which hit
seem to go hand in hand. It was Lennon
who first brought world Pe..;a;.;c.;;e..;t.;;o..;t;.;
he
;;..;.fo
;;;r.;;e_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ,
front when he and
,his second wife ,
Yoko Ono, held a
week-long bed-in
peace back in 1969
at the Amsterdam
Hilton with the press
present.
Of all the songs that Lennon
composed, the two that were celebrated here will always be his most
Helping McCartney
endearing , "All You Need Is Love,"
out on the album ,
and "Give Peace A Chance."
which sounds eerily

Beatles revival

With the help of numerous cover bands, the spirit of John Lennon soared
the crowd.

BIOGR APH T H EATER
2433 NORTH LINCOLN AVE, CHICAGO· 773"348-4123

similar to his late

covers.
The three McCartney original s
are "Run Devil Run," "Try Not to
Cry" and "What It Is," a tribute to
his late wife, Linda, who died
from breast cancer last year.
The best song on the album is
"No Other Baby," his version of a
1958 single by a British skittle

album , (also a collection of
1950s covers) are a legendary
array of musicians including Ian
Paice of Deep Purple on drums,
and Pink Floyd mastermind
David Gilmour on guitar.
"Run Devil Run " is a good way
to look back into the past and
get a peek at some of the artists
that influenced the most influential rock group in history-the
Beatles- when they were still a
little known Liverpool band.

GIVE. TIME

TO REPAY

lOUR LOAN.
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(HRO
Paul

by Billy O'Keefe

Paul

by Billy O'Keefe

Purgatory

by Mark Stern

Purgatory

by Mark Stern

Ell

THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
invites you and a guest to attend an advante streening 01

PICK UP YOUR COMPLIMENTARY PASSES STARTING MONDAY, OCTOBER 25 ATTHE
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE OFFICE
(623 SOUTH WABASH RM. 205)
PASSES ARE LIMITED AND WILL BE DISTRIBUTED ON AfIRST-COME, fiRST-SERVED BASIS. UCH PASS WILL ADMIT TWO. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. ONE PASS PER PERSON PLEASE.

OPENS AT THE 3 PENNY CINEMA ON NOVEMBER 5

· ... OCTOEER ·25; 1999
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Friendly, articulate, enthusiastic, people oriented students to
work as Student Ambassadors, for the Fall 1999 Open House
on Saturday, November 13th from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Must currently be enrolled at Columbia
with at least a 2.5 g.p.a.
Pays $55.00 for the day, with an optional buffet
for workers following the event.
Applications are avaiable at the Admissions Office
reception desk, 600 S. Michigan, 3rd floor.
Interviews will be conducted
October 26th, 27th, and 28th.
Attendance at a 1 hour training workshop on Wednesday,
November 3rd or Friday, November 5th is mandatory.

DEADLINES
-Last day to Drop classes for the Fall 99 Semester is Oct. 22, 1999
-Last day to Withdraw from classes is November 19, 1999
-Last day to comply with the state's law on immunization is November 19, 1999. A
complete immunization history must be in the record's office by that deadline.

After Deadline
-After the November 19, 1999 deadline has passed and a $50 fine has been attached
to the student's account that students (as well as anybody who desires) to become
compliant at our Immunization Days on Campus held in the Faculty lounge in the
Torco Building, November 29 thru December 2.

IMMUNIZATION DAYS ON CAMPUS
-Monday, Nov. 29 (2:00-6 :00)
-Tuesday, Nov. 30 (10 :00-3:00)
-Wednesday Dec. 1 (10 :00-3 :00)
-Thursday Dec. 2 (10:00-3:00)
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Human Rights
Challenges fO( labor

9bVernbrJ Stllte UniverJit't
University .:pltrk, JWnotS
Registration $25.00J$5.00 Students including lunch
For infonnation. can the South Metropolitan Regiona' Leadership Center (708) 534-4487
Sponso red by:
GSU Alumni Association· GSU Foundation • GSU Student Life Division . Kankakee Community
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The (olumbia (hronitle invites you and a guest to
attend an advante streening 01 a new suspense-thrillerl

For your chance to win passes to a special
advance screening of THE BONE COLLECTOR,
simply stop by the Columbia Chronicle Office
(623 South Wabash Rm. 205)
PASSES ARE AVAILABlE ON AfiRS HOME, fiRST -SERVED BASIS. EACH PASS ADMITS TWO. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. ONLY ONE PASS PER PERSON, PLEASE.

THE BONE COLLECTOR opens nationwide November 5th!

m
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The lUng of Calypso; . ~

""

12 noon

6:00 p.m.

Tuesday, No.vember.9, 1999
Concert Hall
.

7:15 p.m.
Co}umbia College Chiqag!> Music Center
1J14 -So Michigan·Ave., 0hicago

..

~'.

dIGItAL
Advertising. e-commerce,
marketing, public rela tionsexciting and interesting fields,
but how do you get into them?
Stuart's master's degree in Marketing
Communication can teach you the kind of
skIlls that corporat ions. advertising agenCies,
and marketing firms seek. You will learn how
the tools in the communication profession are integrated into an effective, overall marketing strategy. Faculty members
drawn from the profession will guide you through each of the courses.
The program consists of 14 courses offered year-round on the quarter
system. Students can specialize in e-commerce or communications
management. Courses meet one evening a week for 11 weeks at
liT's Downtown Chicago Campus . FuH- or part-time enrollment Fulltime students can complete the program in as few as 15 months.
Internships are available .

dEsIGN
Digital Design is a group of Graphic, Audio, and Web
Designers at Columbia College who use computers to
create or enhance their work. Sound interesting? Then join
us for our next meeting:
Wednesday. October 27
5:30 to 7:00 at 623 S. Wabash, Room 311.
Our Guest Speaker will be Miroslaw Rogala, renowned
interactive media, video. and installation artist. He is a
pioneer in the artistic use of interactive multimedia, and will
discuss the creation and financing of such works.

For further information
Dr. John Tanni , degrees@stuart .li t.edu, 312.906 .6535

Stuart
GA P-Q U AI L

~C I! OOL

01

BUSINESS

I lIilll J j ~ IU " l ill1ll · IJ fT, · dJlJol lI).!~·

565 W Adams St., Chicago, Illin ois 60661 -369 1

www.stua rt.iit. edu

Food and drink will be served. All students. faculty, and staff
are welcome to attend . regardless of computer knowledge
or experience.
Visit our web site for more information :
http://digdesign.colum.edu
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She's finally coming over, huh?

SOMETHING TElLS US THIS ISN'T
THE BEST TIME TO RUN TO THE BANK.
Them
Saturday, October 30, 7

No biggie, bank online.

Midnight

P

Brew and view as giant ants attack the Southwest in Ihis sci·fi classic. Afterwards
experience an Underground Adventure mystery tour. Advance tickets for midnight
show (movie only), (NR)

F," Int.met ~In, with Uos.ll.onlln •• F," KU .. to ow., 350 ATM, .fOUnd CIIICI&O
7 cl'Ieckl", KCount optlonl • F... cl4lblVATM CII,d • T,_,-, fund, bIItwMn LaS.114I .ccounu

The next time you have some banking to do but more pressing engagements
arise, you'lI be glad you have a LaSalle checking account with free Internet
Irs like having a bank right where you live. Open your LaSalle
accoun t at _w.laullebankl.com or call 1·800·840·0190.

The Relic
Sunday, October 31, 7 P.M.
Brew and view as a fl esh-eating mythic monster wreaks havoc in The Field
Museum. Following the movie take a behind-the-scenes shocker lour. (R)

For ticket reservations call 312·665·7400.

"~e~ield
LNtu"seum
P1fXl! rI'If atrJ ptrJptf id(lIIijicatioft iJ rtqairrd/« /hI'« cotnpJontnlil~' driN.lidm. JI1iJr MI for bmo; \MIo: rricb IINi .rr/lll!
Bn'tr{lgu provided by 1M Goose Island Bttr Complm}:

1400 SOli II llk( Shore' Drive

NEED

1266 7400 W\'I\'I

fl('!dmUS(,IHl1

on

IVI()NI:Y'/ COIVII: \f\f()I~1( FOI~ Us

Want to make $9.00 - $9.50 an hour?
At RPS, Inc., we' re looking for individuals 18 and older who can lift 50
pounds to join us as Package Handlers. You must be able to work five days a
week. part-time and year-round . In retu rn , you ' ll earn $9 .00 - $9 .50 an hour.
You ' ll also enjoy benefits l ike: • Flexible s hifts to fit your sc hedul e
• Weekly paychecks • A $ .50/hour raise after 90 days) • No w eekend s!
• Tuition assistance (additional S.50/hour towards eligible tuition after 30 days)

Check out RPS today. Please apply in person Monday-Friday or cali
the RPS location nearest you.

m
29"5 Shermer Road
Northbrook, IL 60062
(147)272-4110

-

l

!

•I

i~

!
!

'--"""'-~
~

7611S. ~

700W.Estes
Schaumburz.IL 60191
(147)891-0695

Bedford Pane, IL 60631
(101) 5'4-1155
APPLY M-TH; 1-4

T he elephants? The whales? The clean air we breath e?

! ~'~
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~Iq~
'...
I

II
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Wbicb one would you cboose?

W.F...........

a=)i~~'fJ:!

. lllfIU~MU.i~. . . . ..

Maybe the choice isn't so clear. Maybe yo u'd like a way

to

keep them all.

Now the world 's leading environmcntal gro ups arc work in g together.
To find

O Ut

how yo u can help, loo k for us at www.can hsharc.org.

An FDX Company

.

",

EOEj AA

On, envimnm'nt. One<imp/' way co '"" fo, it. _

Earth Share

.:
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1
5
11
14
15
16
17

ACROSS
Pockel bread
Tramples
Parto! rG IF
Mille nnia
Telephoned
Agile deer
Chief Inspector
Wexford 's

crealor
19
20
21
23
29
30
31
32
35
36
38
39
41
42
43
44

46
47
49
50
51
52
54
57
58
59
66
67
68
69
70
71

Decay
Ogle
Jackel flaps

Flag-wavers. 01 a
sort
Go one bener
Do wrong
'Separale
Tables· star
Scandinavian
poet
Misfortune
Long-biUed shore
birds
Pennsylvania
port
Biting pests
Acclamation
Declaim violently
M. Desca.rtes
Tent pegs
Busy bug
Sketches
Watery expanse
_ Palmas
Understand
1964 Antonioni
lilm
Extreme panic
Actor McKelien
Mine output
Concealed
Ginger _
Son of Daedalus
Hay unit
Lair
Autocrat
Long and lear

DO W N
1 Pan 01 rpm
2 $ promise
3 Blow·up letters?
4 Gray-faced
S Timber
boundaries
6 Flowed

1999 Tribune Mc<lia Services, Inc
All rights reserved

7 Boundary
8 Time period
9 Boring
10 Flattens on
impact
11 Impossible to
rectify
,2 Wrench, e .g.
13 Sound stages
1B Irene acd Meg
22 R re sti rrer
23 Alaska buyer
24 Man of the
press?
25 London elopers '
destination
26 Landlord . at
ti mes
27 Put bac k
28 Moved und er
cover
33 Elongated
34 Dislike strongly
37 Most fixed
40 Seamstress
45 Golfer Sam
48 Don't do that!

10/23/99

S3 People with
upturned noses?
S4 Frog 's cousin
55
Stanley
Gardner
56 S hghtly blue
60 Average score

61 Hi stonc period
62 Beat a ret 'eat

63 _ d 'lscrc,
France

64 Samuel's
teacher
65 Dreamer's letters

Classifieds
'''ACT NOW! Get the best SPRING
BREAK PRICES! South Padre, Cancun ,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi gras. Reps Needed ... Travel Free ,
Earn $$$. GROUp DISCOUNTS FOR 6+.
800-838-8203
www.LEISURETOURS .COM .

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
Students can earn $375/$575 weekly
processing/assembling medical I.D.'s from
your home. Experience unnecessary... we
train you! Call MediCard 1-541-386-5290,
ext. 300.

JOB OPENINGS
The International Latino Cultural Center is
looking for Columbia undergrad and
Browse icpt.com for Springbreak 2000.
ALL destinations offe red . Trip Participants. graduate students to fill administrative and
vol unteer coordi nato r part-time pos itions.
Student Orgs & Campus Sa les Reps
wanted . Fabulous parties , hotels & prices . Flexible sched uling and the office is
located on campus l Must be motivated
Ca ll Inter-Campus 800-327-60 13.
with excellent organizational skills. Call
(3 12) 431-1330 .
IBM Th inkpad 's BACK TO SCHOOL
They all had to start somewhere! Find
LAPTOP SPECIAL ... Only $325
out how they became adult
(365 E Model ) For information call
773-792-6418 mention you saw thi s ad at entertainm ent stars . You can too! It's
not as hard as yout think . Visit
Columbia College Chicago
www.sex -pays .comll

EARN UP TO $1000
·This Semester·
B y Posting Your

Lecture Notes Online

Register oD-lioe DOW:
@ www.Study24-7.com
(888) 728-7247

FREE CLASS NOTES!

STUDY24-7.com

It's Easy to sell your unwanted items in the
Columbia Chronicle Classifieds ...
just call 312-344-7432 and talk to Chris or
Valerie
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By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services

Aries (March 21-ApriI19). Money's your area of interest this
week. Figure out how to pay less on Monday and Tuesday.
You're smart on Wednesday and Thursday, so study finances
then. Stick close to home on Friday and Saturday and save.
By Sunday, you'll be ready to play, and so are your friends.
Odds are good you'll win the prize.

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
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Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Clean out the garage and
whatever else on Monday and Tuesday. Tempers are short on
((I1~~~)) Wednesday and Thursday. Try to keep from snapping at your
\11
mate. Pay the bills on Friday so you can travel over the weekend . Be cautious; traffic could be snarled .

Taurus (April 20-May 20). You and your partner are tight
this week. The competition's intense on Monday and
Tuesday. Schedule your shopping trip for Wednesday or
Thursday. Be creative Friday and Saturday. Entertain at your
place over the weekend.

Gemini (May 21-June 21). Watch your health all week.
Stay out of drafts Monday and Tuesday. You'll be stronger
Wednesday and Thursday, especially when caring for others.
Friday and Saturday you'll feel practical , so do your budget
then. Your confidence should be high over the weekend . Get
out there and strut your stuff!

Cancer (June 22-July 22). The spotlight's on fun and
games this week. Group activities dominate on Monday and
Tuesday. Race around and get the errands done on
Wednesday and Thursday. Friday is best for a romantic interlude. Working a little extra this weekend could help keep costs
down.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Monday and Tuesday could be rough;
go along with what the boss wants. Wednesday and Thursday
are best for talking things out. Friday and Saturday could be
stressful , but Sunday should be fine. You'll feel most comfortable close to home. Have friends come to your place.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). You're smart this week. Foreign
or alien contact goes well on Monday and Tuesday. New
assignments come on Wednesday and Thursday. Friday's
best for having friends over and good conversation. Saturday
and Sunday could be hectic. Go light on the sugar; it'll make
matters worse.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Friends are where your
heart is this week. Monday and Tuesday are best for romance
and being creative. Wednesday and Thursday you'll be busy
working. Delegate some of the chores on Friday so you don't
have to do them all. You could get a good financial tip over the
weekend.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). Your career's important this
week. You'll most likely be frustrated on Monday and Tuesday,
but don't despair. By Wednesday and Thursday, you should
move forward again. Hustle Friday to get to your goal. A partner will come in handy over the weekend. Get help if you need
it!

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) . Anticipate complications this
week. Let your fingers do some of the walking on Monday and
Tuesday. Fix up your place on Wednesday and Thursday.
Friday is your most creative day this week, and romance looks
good then , too. You'll be busy over the weekend .

If You're Having a Birthday This Week ...

Oct. 25: A partner is the key to your success . Choose the right one.

Oct. 26: You and your mate can get what you want when you pool your
resources.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). How will you get the most for your
money? Make your decisions on Monday and Tuesday. You
can travel Wednesday or Thursday if the offer's interesting
enough . On Friday, check in with the boss when all your
work's done so you can relax over the weekend guilt-free.

Oct. 27: You may find a buried treasure, but don't spend it all in one place.

Oct. 28: Far horizons beckon; nothing ventured, nothing gained.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Monday and Tuesday are best
for planning . Listen to your partner's suggestions. Find the
money and spend it on Wednesday and Thursday. Travel and
try out new ideas on Friday and Saturday. Keep your most
outrageous and fun activities private on Sunday.

Oct. 29: Let a foreign friend teach you about a new world and add to your
wisdom .

Oct. 30: There's more wealth to be had if you can satisfy the demand.

Oct. 31: Stand firm while compromising, for a foundation you can build on .

'OCTOBER'2S,-t 999

With everything else... t here is
phone 312.344.7432

fax 312.344.8032

UNDERGROUND
CAFE
SPECIALS
ITALIAN SUB $3.50
FOUR MEATS
LETTUCE, TOMATO,
PEPPERS CHEESE
SLOPPY JOE WITH POTATO CHIPS

3.50
3. SANTA FE CHICKEN

$3.50

Chicken breast with avocado and
swiss cheese on a kaiser roll

Soups: Monday
Turkey Green Chili
Tuesday
Vegetarian Vegetable
Wednesday
Turkey, Wild Ri
French Market
Thursday
Friday
Pumpkin Sou

IN THE LOWER LE VEL OF
THE 600 S. MICHIG AN
BUILDING
Monday-Th urs 8 :00-6 :30
Friday 8 :00-3: 00
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Team Photo blows past Team Text, 37-19
CHRONICLE WIRES

mesh, including James "elbow" Boozer,
Jim "hip replacement" Sulski, and two
big guys wearing Bears jerseys, Team
Text drove down the field. From 15 yards
out, Couch tucked the ball away and
made a run for it. He dove into the end
zone to put Team Text on the board.
"They couldn' t stop me," said Couch.
" ) don't think they had ever see n that
combination of
speed and athleti-

Team Photo used a quick start and a lot
of ringers to beat Team Text 37·]9 in the
first ann ual "Chronicle" staff flag foot.
ball game .
Three unanswered scores put Team
Photo up 18·0 early in the first half.
"We were kicking
their ass," said
Photo
cism in a white
receiver/defensive
man before."
back Rob Hart.
The first time
"They couldn'1
Team Text almost
stop our Q B."
quit- we'll ca ll it
That quarter·
halftime-the
back, we'll ca ll
sco re was Team
him Brett "Eric"
Photo 24, Team
Favre, a former
text 13.
high schoo l star
During the half
from Michigan,
time show, the
had never held a
most famous
camera in his life. - . " "•••
Co lumbia grad of
Sti II, he passed
all time, Leon
for more than 300
"Bottle of Booze"
yards and helped
Tripp lett, and
Team Photo dom·
M ike "throw me
inate offensively.
the bal l one more
"He didn't even
time, (' II catch it"
know what an f·
O'Brien, left Team
stop was," Team
Text to go soak
Text lineman
there sore bones in '
James Boozer
pitchers at the
tackle
during
last
saturday's
game.
said.
South Loop Club.
Down three
Early in the sec·
touchdowns, Team Text made a change at
ond half, the Team Text comeback was
quarterback, removing "Heir McNair"
stall ed by three consecutive turnovers by
and his tunnel vision and inserting
Couch (two interceptions and a hando ff to
Graham "I need more time" Couch. Led
the wrong team) . Team Text found
by an offensive line that was starting to
Couch's play more offensive than his last

column.
" I hit a couple rough patches," said
Couch. "But I got the offense going
again."
Team Photo 's offense continued to
dominate, however. They stretched
their lead to 31·13 late in the third
quarter. Team Text, now whining,
attempted one last comeback. Led by a
key Courth down run by Valerie
Danner, Team Text scored one last
time on 30·yard pass from Couch to
Team Text ringer and tight end Justin
Heany.
" If we had another two or three days
we would have caught up," Sulski
said.
Team Text briefly received new life
when some idiot on Team Photo
ye lled, "next score wins."
However, Team Photo's offense con·
tinued to operate like a machine . A few
plays later they scored again for the
37·19 victory.
"No matter what sport, Team Photo
is always on top (except softball),"
Assistant Editor Graham Couch
said a tired and ignorant Donnie Seals. scram bles for yardage during last
Team Photo actual photographers
week's 37-19 loss to Team Photo.
cons isted of Hart, Seals, Bill Manley,
Chr is Kubiet, Jason Glaser, and fonner
Missing speedy recei ve r Ben "trust me,
staffer, Vince " I scored four touchdowns
I'll be at the game" Trecroci, Team Text
in one game for 'Polk High'" Johnson.
was led by Couch who went 8-15 passing
Hart led Team Photo with three catches
for 11 0 yards (all statist ics are estimates)
for 60 yards, two interceptions, and e ight
with one touchdown and three intercep.
tack les (flags). Seals chipped in with one
tions. He also rushed seven times for 80
catch for five yards and five tackles
yards and two touchdowns. Danner
( flags).
chipped in with two catches for 12 yards
Team Text had six actual writers. They
and one rush for two yards while convert·
inc luded Couch, Danner, Sulski, Boozer,
ing a crucial fourth down.
O'Brien, and Tom "sorry, that was my
A rematch in an unidentified sport is
man" Snyder.
scheduled for next month.

INTERESTED IN
RECEIVING UP TO
$23,000 FOR COllEGE?

CHECK THIS BOX.

The UPS

Earn &
Learn
Program

Tu ition . Books. Software. Approved Fees.
Paid Back Student Loans.

Call 1-888-4UPS-JOB
Access Code: 4615
to inquire about employment opportunities today.

1>1'< I

~
At UPS, you'll find that our benefits package provides students
wilh the opportunity 10 receive

up to $23.000' toward college

education assistance. As a part-time Package Handler, you could
take advantage of our new UPS Earn & Learn Program.

www.upsjobs.com/chicago
Equal O pportunI ty Employer
'UPS Earn & Learn Program gu,dellnes apply College cdocahon assistance
avaIlable at the 'oIlowlng UPS Chlcagoland 'aclhtles. Hod gkins, Add,son. P~ ;atlne
and downtown ChIcago (Jefferson Street)
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NBA PREVIEW

T eam Photo n iles the
field

Bulls brand their season
by drafting Elton.
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An inside l ook
a t the crazy
world o f
wrestling and
its hold on
America

M O NDAY , OCTOBER 25 , 1999

......

he WCW is
BENJAMIN TRECROCI
recharged and is
S PORTS EDITOR
using the mornen·
tum from last Monday's
Nitro to win the rati ngs war. With the arrival of the
new creative team, the WCW put on one o f the best
shows in nearly two years. Not only di d JefT Jarrett
make his retu rn the day aft er losi ng the
Intercontinenta l Tit le to Chyna at WWF 's "No
Mercy," but new tag·team champions were
crowned as Rey Myslerio Jr. and Kenan defeated

T

Harlem Heat.
From the beg inn ing o f the show, with Sid Vicious
and Gold berg and the "millennium man" angle to

Scott Hall and Kev in Nash lurking around in th e
bac k search ing for Go ld berg, the show was sol id
fo r three hours.
The enti re show had a different feel to it. Instead
of Mean Gene Okerlund havi ng his usual 13 interviews in the ring, the interviews took place away
from the ring with Mi ke Tenay and Larry Zy bysko
serv ing as com mentators. Even the ill-tempered
Tony Schiavone and Bobby Hennan we re able to
keep viewers listening to them. On numerous times
througho ut the night, Schi avone referred to the new
Nitro. Helman, on the other hand , (who has all but
lost his bad-guy edge from the WWF days) should
be replaced or return to manag ing.
Whi le the WC W is experiencing a renaissance, a
maj or pl ayer is cons idering leav ing- Hu lk Hogan.
Hogan, who has a 90-day out clause in his contract,
(whi ch enab les hi m to leave WC W after notifi cation and compete anywhere) has been rumored to
have notified WCW of his return to the WWF by
early next year. However, other rumors have said
that the Hogan story is just a ploy by WCW to gain
viewers and recogn iti on. Two weeks ago on N itro,
Hogan add ressed the rumors by saying that he wi ll
get the last laugh after his matc h with heavyweight
champion Sting at Hall oween Havoc.
Should Hogan lose, his return to the WWF coul d
very much happen. On the other hand, if he wins it
wou ld set up hi s ex pected match with Bret Hart at
Starrcade in Decembe r.
With "S urvivor Se ries" coming up on Nov. 14,
the WWF has some work to do with the stories that
have deve lo ped ove r the past few weeks. The main
event looks li ke it will be a three-way match for the
WW F Championship with Triple H. Aust in and The
Rock . The three of them continue to fi ght each
other and give good matches, but somethi ng needs
to g ive. Whether it's two of them jo ining forces or
someone else joi ning the fray, the thought of those
three fi ghting each other is not go ing to get people
very excited.
In the past six months, Rock, Triple H, and
Aust in have been involved in the main event in
nearly every card. Compared to last year's tournament fo r the WWF Championshi p, that eve ntually
had The Rock lurn on the fans and jo in Vince
McMahon in order to w in the title, th is year looks
li ke a yawn.
T he most interesting angle is the poss ible unifi calion o f the Hardy Boyz, Edge and Chri stian.
Between the four of them, they are some of the
most exc iting and young wrest lers in years, they
have all the potential in the world, and hopefu lly
the WWF will not mess this one up.
In the last eight months both team have made
major character changes, most ly for the better.
Hopefully, they wi ll have some gold around thei r
wa ists sho rt ly.

Questions? E-mail Benatbji3@hotmail.com

Former Chicago area high school basketball star looks to transfer, play
" I was definitely surprised he went to Columbia," sa id
Will iams. " I think that if things had gone diITerent ly other
schoo ls would have loved to have had him ."
Despite enj oy ing Co lum bia so fa r, Hardy says he is planTwo years ago, if you told James Hardy he wou ld be a
ning to transfer before his sophomo re or junior year. Right
fres hman at Columb ia, he would have laughed at you. He
now, the on ly schoo l that is communicating with him is
had expected to be at a major Division One un ivers ity.
Iowa, but he isn't worried.
preparing for his first season of col" I fee l I can wa lk on and play
lege basketball.
anywhere," said Hardy, who
T hat all changed when Hardy
would prefer a s uburban cammissed hi s last chance to take the ACT
pus. He is also considering
his senior year, making hi m too big a
p laying at Elgin Com mun ity
risk for a co llege coach to spend a
Co ll ege. Whatever his deci sion,
scho larship on. Hardy took the di sapHardy wou ld lik e to leave
pointment in stride.
Chicago. " It's not a bad city or
" It was someth ing that I brought
anything, it 's just something I
upon myself," Hardy sa id .
want to do," said Hardy. " I ' m
It was not as if Hardy purposefully
not a real homesick person."
neglected the test. As a multiple sport
Whi le he may not want to
athlete at Chicago's Near North High
stay cl ose to home, Hardy credSchool, he had othe r commitments
its hi s mother, Brenda Hardy,
every time the test came up. " I wa itw ith keeping hi m on the
ed too late," said Hardy. " I thought I
straight and narrow, even after a
would have enough time to take it, but
move to Chicago 's West Side.
obv iously I d idn 't."
"She brought me up ri ght and
Hardy is not the typical athlete who
taught me right fro m wrong.
misses the cut academ ically. He finShe to ld me to stay in sc hool,"
ished high school w ith a cumulative
Hardy said .
2.5 grade point average. Along with
Even with a detou r that has
being a cross-country runner and track
bro ught hi m to Co lumbia,
star, Hardy was a member of the chess
Hardy sti ll has aspirations o f
team.
playi ng pro fessional basketball.
Prior to the standard ized test probHe wants the opportunity to
lems he encountered, Hardy was heavtake care of hi s mother and
ily recruited by schools such as
grandmother.
to make it to the top,"
Nebraska, Northwestern; Ill ino is State,
C leveland State, and his/personal
said Hardy ... T he N BA, CBA ,
overseas- anywhere wou ld be
favorite, Bradley.
fin e w ith me ."
Coac hes se nt him letters on a weekly basis, droo ling ove r hi s abi li ty to
However, Hardy knows that
; HR,ON'CC'. ' the next step is to fi nd the right
score from anywhe re on the court .
Columbia fre shman James Hardy
coll ege bas ketball program for
Hardy, stands at 6-foot 2- inches and
weighs 165 pounds, averaged 28
plans to transfer and play Division
hi mself. A lthough at this point,
po ints and almost e ight rebounds per
One basketball in the near future.
he says he will go to just about
any school that offers him a
game and made A ll-Conference as a
'
-_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
'
scho
larship.
senior. However, he brought much
" If a coach is about winning,
more to the table than good statisti cs.
I' m there," Hardy said .
"James was a very hard worker," said Marvin Williams,
Coach Willi ams said that if Hardy wants it, that opportuHardy's former high schoo l coach. " He was a good leader
nity is there.
and a great shooter and defender."
" I would really li ke to see him p lay [D ivision O ne basThe decis ion to attend Columbia was based solely on the
ketbaIl1." said Wi lliams. "That option is up to him . James
schoo l's mu lti -media program. The decision came as a
has the abi lity and the talent to play at that leve l, so I cershock to Willi ams who expected Hardy to chose a junior
tain ly hope he would move on."
co llege.
G R AHAM COUCH

Assistant Editor
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